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ABSTRACT

With the rapid development of information technology. Internet and all kinds of

mobile terminals play an increasingly important role in every aspect of people's life.

Consumers tend to use the Internet to search the needed information and products and

buy products through the network. People constantly improve the level of

consumption and change the consumption attitude, which brought the rapid

development of the tourism market. All kinds of online travel service emerge as the

times require and become the most commonly used way to obtain travel information,

book tourism products and evaluate service for online tourists. Online travel booking

as a new mode of tourism is gradually recognized, accepted and loved by the vast

number of tourists.

Online travel makes consumers not need to contact with the travel agency directly

to book travel products, which saves the users' time and economic costs, enhance the
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users' experience of consumption. But many problems exist in the site itself also affect

consumer satisfaction. For these enterprises of service type, service quality

management is their core content. Customer satisfaction and loyalty determine the

level of core competitiveness of service enterprises. To do a good job in service

marketing, they must provide the high-quality service for the customers to improve

customer satisfaction and enhance customer loyalty.

This study improved previous research model according to the present situation

of service quality in tourism development. It put forward several hypotheses

according to the relationship between E-service, Customer satisfaction, customer

loyalty in the construction model of online travel service quality. It arranged relevant

researches on service quality scale, designed questionnaire and collected data, and

then carries on the empirical analysis to verify the model and hypotheses.

Final conclusion: E-service quality which has 6 dimension of responsiveness,

ease of use, security, content, appropriate pricing, structure&layout have positive

effects on customer satisfaction; customer satisfaction has a positive relationship to

customer loyalty; E-service quality has a positive relationship to Perceived value;

E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer loyalty; perceived value has a

positive relationship to customer loyalty; perceived value has not a positively relates

to customer satisfaction.

The results of this paper can not only help to evaluate online tourism enterprises

and improve their online travel service quality, increase market share, but also can

improve the online travel industry management standards and improve the standard of
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services, and provide scientific basis for the development of tourism electronic

commerce.

Key Words: online travel, service quality, customer satisfaction, loyalty, perceived

value.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Tourism industry growth rapidly in recently years in China. In 2015, the direct

contribution of Travel & Tourism to GDP was USD2,229.8bn (3.0% of GDP), and is

forecast to rise by 3.5% in 2016, and to rise by 4.0% to USD10,986.5bn (10.8% of

GDP) in 2026 in China (Travel & Tourism economic impact 2016 world). The first

eight months of 2016, the number of worldwide outbound trips grew by 3.9, led by

Asia(+11%), including 18% growth in the rapidly developing Chinese market and the

USA(+7%) (ITB world travel trends report 2016/2017).

Source:World Travel Monitor® 1-8,2016,IPK International
Figure 1.1 Best Performing Outbound Markets 1-8,2016

Because of the rapidly development of economy in China, the scale of the

tourism consumption is rising year by year, the level of tourism become literally
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trillions of industry. According to the Chinese Tourism Statistics Report of 2015 from

China National Tourism Administration, Chinese tourism consumption for the whole

year of 2015 reach 3.35 trillion yuan(Chinese Tourism Statistics, 2015) the tourism

industry to become an extensive and social influence huge industry.

At the same time, along with the rapid development of information technology,

the way people access to information, social manner and buying habits also changed.

In the last five years, smart phones, tablets and other mobile equipment widely used.

As 3G, 4G and wireless high-speed Internet access, let people can safety and

immediately to pay or buy products online or on mobile phone. People don't need to

the retail store or travel agency to understand tour product information, instead get

travel information through the internet. Travel schedules, price, travel products

evaluation all the information can be found and booking on the internet. Booking

online is becoming a popular trend of tourism industry development.

In 2015 China's online travel market size is 4326.3 billion yuan(626.6 billion

USD), increase 39.9% compare with 2014, expected in 2016 China's online travel

market in the scale is up to 5420.9 billion yuan(785.2 billion USD)(Chinese online

travel booking market research report of 2016).
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Source:Chinese online travel booking market research report of 2016,
http://www.iresearch.com.cn/report/2585.html
Figure 1.2 China's Online Travel Market Size in 2009-2017

In December 2015, the world's largest tourism platform TripAdvisor released the

"2016 Trip Barometer of global tourism economic report", according to the report,

Chinese respondents use App the proportion of booking travel is the first of the world,

was 12%, and the above the global average of 6%.

Monitoring data shows that tourism user visits on the mobile end is far higher

than that of PC, mobile terminal has obvious advantages.China mobile's average

monthly online travel to visit 2015 accounted for 64.6%, last year the proportion of

72.0%, compared with slightly down.(Chinese online travel booking market research

report of 2016).
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Source:Chinese online travel booking market research report of 2016,
http://www.iresearch.com.cn/report/2585.html
Figure 1.3 Chinese Online Travel Market Chain

Online travel industry in China is a large industry. For this research the major

company are focusing on B2C and User-generated Content(UGS). This kind of

companies almost contain all online travel services, such as travel information,

transportation, travel package and so on. These websites directly provide service to

customer that can measure the relationship among customer perceived value,

E-service quality and customer loyalty.

Online travel websites with its platform advantages, will be able to more

efficient organization tourism products, to save time and economic cost. And because

the development of mobile internet technology, as a derivative travel applications

provide more convenient service and can be used in anytime, compared with the

traditional tourism enterprises that online travel seem more flexible and closer to the
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tourists. In China has more than 50 different kinds of online travel websites, for the

survey will focus on the top 3 of market share in online travel industry, that is Ctrip,

Tuniu Corporation, LY.com(China's online travel industry monitoring report,2016).

In 2015, Chinese online tourism market Ctrip, Tuniu.com, LY.com still maintain

the first three positions. In 2015 online travel holiday market competition is intense,

smaller being merged or increase in the number of enterprise business transformation,

market share is more concentrated to giant enterprises. In the second half of 2015,

Ctrip, Tuniu.com, LY.com, and LVMAMA in the second half of the trading scale than

the first half of the year have obvious growth.

Source:Chinese online travel booking market research report of 2016,
http://www.iresearch.com.cn/report/2585.html
Figure 1.4 China's Online Travel Holiday Market Share in 2015

In 2015 China's online travel domestic travel market size is 16.17 billion yuan.

Ctrip, Tuniu.com, LY.com percentage of market share are 24.5%, 19.6% and 5.6%.

According to the China national tourism administration statistics, in 2015 China

domestic tourism breakthrough 4 billion person-time, tourism revenue is 4 trillion

yuan(China tourism report in 2016).
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Source:Chinese online travel booking market research report of 2016,
http://www.iresearch.com.cn/report/2585.html
Figure 1.5 China's Online Domestic Travel Market Share in 2015

In 2015 China's online outbound tourism market scale is 36.88 billion yuan, in

2015 the major online travel agent(OTA) have plundered outbound tourism market,

Ctrip to the highest market share of 25.1%.

Source:Chinese online travel booking market research report of 2016,
http://www.iresearch.com.cn/report/2585.html
Figure 1.6 China's Online Outbound Travel Market Share in 2015

Ctrip.com International, Ltd. is a leading travel service provider of

accommodation reservation, transportation ticketing, packaged tours, and corporate

travel management in China. It is the largest online consolidator of accommodations
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and transportation tickets in China in terms of transaction volume. Ctrip enables

business and leisure travelers to make informed and cost-effective bookings by

aggregating comprehensive travel related information and offering its services

through an advanced transaction and service platform consisting of its mobile apps,

Internet websites and centralized, toll-free, 24-hour customer service center. Ctrip also

helps customers book vacation packages and guided tours. Ctrip second quarter 2016

net operating income of 4.4 billion yuan (about 664 million US dollars), an increase

of 75%. Hotels revenue of 1.8 billion yuan (about 267 million US dollars), an increase

of 61 over last year % sequentially and up 10%, mainly from hotel bookings rose and

the company from December 31, 2015 consolidated financial results where to go.

traffic ticket service revenues of 2 billion yuan (about $ 301 million), an increase of

90% over last year, up 3% sequentially, holiday business revenue of 474 million yuan

(US $ 71 million), up 44% over last year, mainly from the swim team Walks up and a

predetermined amount. travel management business revenue of 147 million yuan (US

$ 22 million), up 22% over last year, up 27%. (Ctrip annual report, 2016)

LY.com is one of China's three major online travel industry enterprise group.

YL.com have YL.com website and YL.com mobile application two kinds of online

travel service service people about 30 million in 2014, the average annual growth of

100%, service people break through 100 million in 2015 up 200% . YL.com has a

complete tourism product line and provide more than 20000 more than 20000

domestic and overseas hotel reservation, all airline ticket reservation, covering the

whole country more than 8000 scenic spot tickets booking, global popular show ticket
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booking, more than 200 cities, car rental reservations, domestic and overseas quality

travel bookings.(YL.com annual report 2016)

Founded in 2006, Tuniu is a leading online leisure travel company in China that

offers a large selection of packaged tours, including organized and self-guided tours,

as well as travel-related services for leisure travelers through its website tuniu.com

and mobile platform. The company has over 1,700,000 stock keeping units (SKUs) of

packaged tours, covering over 150 countries worldwide and all the popular tourist

attractions in China. Tuniu provides one-stop leisure travel solutions and a compelling

customer experience through its online platform and offline service

network.(Tuniu.com annual report 2016)

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Although in recent years appear the emergence of companies such as Ctrip,

YL.com, Tuniu cooperation and other online travel sites by the trend of the

development of the industry, the rapid growth of large and influential enterprises. But

as a result of the online travel is an open platform, so product updates and marketing

management become openness and transparency, this led directly to the online travel

enter a lots of market competition. In 2016, according to the annual report of this

companies, results showed that top three companies did not gain profit. Competition

become the power of companies to find out how to satisfy customer and get more

market shares.
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Online travel consumption and traditional offline tourism consumption has a very

significant difference between the two, online travel sites must pay more attention to

their own tourism brand and satisfaction, loyalty, this is decided by online tourists'

consumption characteristics. Online travel consumption is a virtual platform to

complete the intangible consumer line of products and services, does not exist in the

process of entity enterprise, also won't face to face contact travel service personnel,

which requires the line travel website should pay more attention to their own brand,

reputation and public praise, to reassure consumers that may exist, and through

continuous service to gain more tourists favor and tourists to their brand loyalty. At

the same time due to the connectivity of network platform, online travel sites may be

faced with more complex than the entity enterprise tourism consumers, a variety of

tourism consumption group may produce complex consumer demand and behavior,

this needs to be online travel website more patience and meticulous service to avoid

consumers may produce discontent, bad word of mouth, and even loss of customers.

1.3 Objectives

To investigate which factors have significant impacts on consumer satisfaction

and trust, and how do the factors affect customer loyalty. The following objectives are

proposed to achieve this aim:

1) To study the effect of E-service quality on customer satisfaction of online

travel products in China.
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2) To study the effect of Perceived value on customer satisfaction of online travel

products in China.

3) To study the effect of customer satisfaction on customer loyalty of online

travel products in China.

4) To study the effect of E-service quality on perceived value of online travel

products in China.

5) To study the effect of E-service quality on customer loyalty of online travel

products in China.

6) To study the effect of perceived value on customer loyalty of online travel

products in China.

1.4 Significance of the Research

Improve the quality of online travel service theory research. Combined with the

new situation and new needs of the development of online travel, through the

investigation of customer perceived value, E-service quality, customer satisfaction

and customer loyalty and understand the relationship of this four factors. Through this

research, to enrich the online travel service quality research related theory system,

construction of effective measuring dimension, and help improve the online travel

service industry management standards, so as to improve the service level of the

online travel industry, promote the scientific development in the future.

In order to help keep online travel sites and attract more customers and increase

customer satisfaction and loyalty, thus increases the competitiveness of online travel
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sites for market share, this research is very necessary. Through the study to help

online travel companies analysis its own actual situation, formulated in accordance

with their own strategic planning, and build effective quality evaluation system, and

objective evaluation and improve the service quality level of online travel sites,

improve the online travel industry management standards, solve the dilemma in the

online travel service market development.

1.5 Research Questions

1) Does the E-service quality have a relationship with the customer satisfaction?

2) Does the perceived value have a relationship with the customer satisfaction?

3) Does the satisfaction have the relationship with the customer loyalty?

4) Does the E-service quality have a relationship with the perceived value?

5) Does the perceived value have a relationship with the customer loyalty?

6) Does the E-service quality have a relationship with the customer loyalty?

1.6 Scope of the Study

For the survey will focus on the top 3 of market share in online travel industry,

that is Ctrip, Tuniu Corporation, LY.com(China's online travel industry monitoring

report, 2016). All of them all proved variable travel products such as domestic and

overseas hotel reservation, all airline ticket reservation and so on.

So by use questionnaires to investigate who have been use mobile/Pc to buy

travel products in China. The purpose of questionnaires are to know the perspective of
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customers about E-service quality of travel application in China. Also to understand

the relationship of perceived value, E-service quality on customer satisfaction and

customer loyalty.

1.7 Expected Benefits

1.7.1 Theoretical significance

To complete online travel service quality theory, get a standard of for judging

online travel websites, to improve the design and service for online travel companies.

This study base on review previous related theories about E-Service Quality, through

the online travel service customer perceived value and investigate different types of

online travel service website to study the relationship among customer satisfaction ,

perceived value and customer loyalty. By collecting data from customers to analysis

the affect between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty, expected to complete

E-service Quality theory. Help online travel service make specific standard and

increase the total industry service quality.

1.7.2 Practical significance

Tourists perceived E-service quality and effective evaluation can help travel

agency to build processional online travel service websites. Under the background of

the network, whether operation and management of tourism enterprises, tourism

profound changes have taken place in the consumer buying behavior.Travel service is

intangible and its quality depends on the subjective evaluation of tourists, and

evaluation of staff's quality is vary from person to person. From the point of view of
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tourism enterprises, in order to better improve the level of tourism information service,

it is necessary to deeply understand the personalized needs of tourists to travel

information service.

Effectively improve the E-service quality and customer satisfaction of online

travel websites. Potential tourists through the network to understand the basic

situation of the tourism destination, see share travel guides, travel video and photos,

the behavior is considered to be a kind of virtual tourism experience. Before the real

travel through travel web sites have been the awareness and satisfaction will directly

affect the subsequent purchase behavior, the cognition of destination image and the

satisfaction in the process of tourism.So to evaluate from the perspective of tourists

travel website service quality, website effectiveness is especially important.This paper

is to study the starting point and tries to solve the problem. As travel website service

quality evaluation can help travel website to understand the consumers' real

perception of the online travel service, help to travel sites targeted to improve the

quality of service, to meet consumer demand, improve service efficiency.

1.8 Operation Definition

Online tourism is relying on the Internet, in order to meet the scheduled travel

consumer information query, products, and the evaluation of the service as the core

goal, including airlines, hotels, scenic spots, car rental companies, tourism at home

and abroad such as travel service provider and search engines, OTA, tourism

information and community websites such as online travel platform's new industries.
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E-Service Quality is customers in the selection and consumer electronics service

process is a kind of attitude. It is the electronic service of the overall evaluation and

connect the customer behavior and the evaluation process of the intermediate links,

covers the electronic environment service products, service scenario, the whole

process of service delivery. There were 6 dimensions in this studies to evaluation

online travel websites’ E-service quality that were structure&layout, content, ease of

use, appropriate pricing, responsiveness, security.

Perceived value is the benefit of the customers can perceive its over access to the

product or service, and paid the cost of a product or service utility after weighing the

overall evaluation.Customer perceived value is a customer to enterprise provide

products or services have the value of subjective cognition, and different from the

objective value of the products and services. In this study has 3 dimension to

evaluation that were functional value, social value and emotional value.

Customer satisfaction is the degree of match customer expected value and

customer experience, in other words, the effect of perceived compared with

expectations from the index. In this study is refer to the customer satisfaction about

online travel websites in China.

Customer loyalty is customer to enterprise's product or service of attachment or

the feelings of love, it is mainly through customer sense of emotional loyalty and

behavior loyalty and loyalty. In this research customer loyalty is reflected by the

Chinese tourists loyalty to online travel website.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Service Quality

The earliest research on the Service Quality can be traced back to the 1980 s. The

service quality is refers to the contrast between customer expectations and the actual

service quality (Gronroos, 1982). It is also from the angle of perception of service

quality for the first time to determine the concept of service quality.

For the quality of a service there are two dimensions : a functional (or process)

dimension and technical (or outcome) dimension can be perceived by customers

(Gronroos, 1982; 1990). Functional quality is use to considers issues, such as service

speed, staff responsibility, feedback. Technical quality focuses on the end result of

service.The determinants of service quality also called SERVQUAL list by

Parasuraman et al. (1988) : reliability; assurance; tangibles; empathy; and

responsiveness. SERVOUAL model is the most commonly used to measure the

quality of service (Cronin and Taylor, 1992). According to this model, when the

service's actual performance exceeds the customer expectations, the customer's

expectations will be confirmed.
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2.2 Electronic Service Quality

Service quality in e-commerce can be defined as the consumers' overall

evaluation and judgment of the excellence and e-service quality offerings in the

virtual marketplace (Santos, 2003). Ho & Lee (2007) noted that information quality,

security, ease of use, availability, customization, community, responsiveness, and

delivery fulfillment are important indicators. Jeong & Lambert (2001) explained

perceived usefulness, perceived ease of use and perceived accessibility as the basic

dimensions of e-service quality in their research. Kaynama & Black (2000) state that

content and purpose, accessibility, navigation, design and presentation, responsiveness,

background, and penalization and customization are the most important dimensions.

Kim & Lee (2004) information content, structure and ease of use, reputation and

security, and usefulness are important.

With the development of e-commerce, there are more and more online travel sites,

some scholars will gradually the traditional SERVQUAL model applied to the tourism

sector. Because all of the electronic services are through the network, some scholars

emphasize electronic service quality as the importance of the origin of the customer

satisfaction (Negash, et al 2003), the importance of electronic service quality not only

because it is the main network customers search for something of value, but also

because they are able to form a website value of the initial impression, this will affect

the customer to continue their in the present or future purchase of the site and search

behavior (Barnes and Vidgen, 2006; Yang, et al. 2005). More scholars believe that the
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quality of service due to the overall network of customer satisfaction (Lee and Lin,

2005).

In recent years, the online travel community in the customer evaluation data

capture and analysis has become a research trend. This kind of data based on the

perspective of tourists, tourists feedback directly, with data on the authenticity and the

scene, and larger quantity of feedback so on the analysis of high research value.

Zheng (2011) through the analysis aimed at the tiger tourism online user data capture,

points out that the online travel reviews tended to personal and emotional significant

impact on the service quality perception, online travel sites should be in a larger

extent, pay attention to the impact of Internet word of mouth, and to cultivate their

loyalty. Pang Zhaoling et al. (2013) studied the customer perceived service quality

based on online travel review text effect on repeat purchase rate, the study found that

the service provided in the process of the tangible material has the biggest impact on

the customer's repeat purchase, hotel type and customers to repeat purchase because

of service type, the influence of the management mode and service show different in

response to the sexual differences. Base on previous studies Hongjuan Jiang (2015)

studies the online travel customer received service quality about Chinese online travel

websites. Combine Kim & Lee (2004) and Ho & Lee (2007) theory, that noted six

dimensions of E-service quality. Show the detail in figure 2.1 Dimensions of

E-service quality.
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Figure 2.1 Dimensions of E-service Quality.

2.3 Customer Satisfaction

Consumer satisfaction is the enterprise to establish a long-term relationship, the

key factors that make its produce and patronage intentions. Bai (2008) found online

situation to improve the satisfaction of consumer to increase their willingness to buy

travel products online again is critical. Oliver (1981) defined customer satisfaction,

“The summary psychological state resulting when the emotion surrounding

disconfirmed expectations is coupled with the consumer’s prior feelings about the

consumption experience”. Customer satisfaction is produced after the customer to

evaluate the result of the service and attribution of emotions (Valerie S. Folkes, 1988).

Churchill (1982) from the perspective of cost-benefit analysis of customer satisfaction.

He believe that customer satisfaction is a kind of customer to buy the result of

evaluation, the result is through the customer to buy the product, and paid the cost

such as money, effort, and compares the result of the use of the products after the

benefit.
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Content
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Law from the side of tourists and tourist site of convenience, communication with

tourists, online booking, and site management has carried on the comparative study on

the network environment. Philip Kotler (2000) thinks that customer satisfaction is a

person through the effect of class perception of a product or result compared with his

expectations after the formation of the state of the feeling of pleasure or

disappointment.

2.4 Customer Loyalty

Early on the definition of customer loyalty are mainly concentrated on the

consumer repurchase behavior. Tsllis (1988) loyalty is defined as repeated, frequent

again to buy, or buy in large quantities of the same brand.This way of measure of

loyalty ignoring the attitude of consumers and the change of external environment and

the impact of consumption process of loyalty.So some scholars put forward should be

from the perspective of such a brand attitude to define customer loyalty. Jacoby (1971)

use accept, neutrality and refused this three categories to differentiate between the

consumer attitude toward each brand preference.

Monroe (1991) required respondents to remove the price factor and then measure

the loyalty of high and low in the questionnaire to judging consumer purchase

intention and customer loyalty without considering the price. Oliver (1999) according

to the three components of a cognitive attitude, emotion and intention, customer

loyalty can be divided into cognitive loyalty, affective loyalty, conative loyalty and

action loyalty four levels, and the previous level of loyalty affect after.
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2.5 Perceived value

Zeithaml (1988) defined that consumer value as customer based on obtaining and

perception to evaluate the utility of a products or service, that is the ratio of perceived

benefits to perceived costs.Some scholars believe that simply from the side of the gain

and loss of perceived value definition is very narrow, they think that perceived value

is a multidimensional concept including perceived price and perceived quality, profit

and loss (Holbrogk, 1999; Mathwick et a1, 2002). Petrick (2002) defined that

perceived value consist of five dimensions: quality, emotional response, monetary

price, behavioral price and reputation. Bolton and Drew (1991) also confirmed that

the performance level and the service will influence customer perceived value.

The measurement of perceived value is divided into two side, single dimension

and dimensional measurement.Under a single dimension has Price-based theory,

mainly focused on the analysis of the relationship between quality and Price (Monroe

and Chapman, 1987). The second one is Means-end theory is that confirmed that the

customer perceived value is related to their behavior (Gutman, l982).

Under dimensional measurement has Consumption-value theory that the value

can be summed up in functional, social, emotional, cognitive and situational. Sweeney

et,. al. (1996) on the basis of the developed 3 dimension measurement that are

functional, social, and emotional.

Emotional value: customer's various emotional factors such as self-confidence,

excitement, anger or fear.
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Social value: whether the product image and customer cognitive concepts from

friends or society in the perceived image consistent.

Functional value: the utility from the perceived quality and expected performance

of the product.

2.6 The American Customer Satisfaction Index Theory

The American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI) is a measure of customer

satisfaction in the United States which was established in 1994. It was built upon the

original Sweden Customer Satisfaction Barometer (SCSB) model specification. The

American Customer Satisfaction Index model is the most complete system and

application effect customer satisfaction theory model. From figure 2.2, ACSI consist

of 6 elements. Perceives overall quality, perceived value and customer expectations

are independent variable, customer complaints and customer loyalty are dependent

variable.

Customer
Expectation

s

Perceived
Value

Customer
Satisfaction
(SAcsi)

Customer
Complaints

Customer
Loyalty

Perceived
Overall
Quality

Figure 2.2American ACSI Model

For the ACSI model, Martensen et al.,(2000) found that the customer

expectations does not have significant effect on customer satisfaction (Martensen et

al., 2000).
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2.7 The relationship among E-service Quality, Perceived Value, Customer

Satisfaction and Loyalty

Based on the American Customer Satisfaction Index model and previous studies

it was discovered that service quality and perceived value has a significant influence

of customer satisfaction and loyalty which is a good predictor for the marketing

(Cronin et al., 2000).

Base on the literature review of empirical studies found that E-service quality and

have positive effect on customer satisfaction (Kim & Lee ,2004; Lee&Lin, 2005;

Zhou bo, 2007; Hongjuan Jiang, 2015). Parasuraxnan et al. (1996) propose that

service quality will be positive influence customer willingness to recommend to

others, and recommendation intention is an important index of customer loyalty,

service quality on customer loyalty has a positive relationship. Taylor (2001) propose

E-service quality have effect on the purchase intention.

Therefore a hypothesis is proposed as follows:

H1 E-service quality has a positive relationship with customer satisfaction.

H5 E-service quality has a positive relationship with customer loyalty.

Many studies found that perceived value have positive effect to customer

satisfaction (Sweeny & Soutar, 2001; Fandos, 2009; Lloyd et al., 2011). For the

relationship between perceived value and customer loyalty, many research results

show that the perceived value of the positive influence customers purchase

intention(Lee et al, 2001; Cronin et al, 1997). Perceived value on customer loyalty
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through customer satisfaction (Cronin et al, 2000) and trust factors have indirect

effect on customer loyalty (Chaudhuri et al, 2001).

Therefore a hypothesis is proposed as follows:

H2 Perceived value has a positive relationship with customer satisfaction.

H6 Perceived value has a positive relationship with customer loyalty.

In the empirical evidences, discoveries that customer satisfaction have a positive

relationship with customer loyalty(Brady et al., 2001;Johnson & Fornell, 1991).

Ribbink (2004) think that customer satisfaction has significant positive effects on

customer loyalty in e-commerce. Shankar (2003) found online customer satisfaction

and more significant impact on loyalty than offline.

Therefore a hypothesis is proposed as follows:

H3 Customer satisfaction has a positive relationship with customer loyalty.

Many studies have pointed out a positive relationship between perceived value

and E-service quality(T.Sunitha, 2014, Fandos, 2009). Drew&Bolton (1991) found

that the quality of service by customer perceived value intermediary factors

influencing customer buying behavior.

Therefore a hypothesis is proposed as follows:

H4 E-service quality has a positive relationship with perceived value.

2.8 Conceptual Framework

Base on the ACSI model, this conceptual framework consider perceived overall

quality as E-service quality which measured by 6 dimensions. Use functional value,
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social value and emotional value to measure perceived value. Remove customer

expectations as it does not significantly influence the level of customer

satisfaction(Johnson et al., 2001; Martensen et al., 2000). Establish this conceptual

framework base on literature review and the ACSI model shown in Figure 2.3 to

measure the relationship among E-service quality, perceived value, customer

satisfaction and loyalty of online travel market in China.

H 2

H 3

H 4

H 6

H 1

E-Service quality

Responsiveness,
Ease of use,
Content,
Security,

Appropriate pricing,
Structure&Layout. Customer

Satisfaction
Customer
Loyalty

Perceived Value
Functional Value
Social Value

Emotional Value

H 5

(Source: Zeithaml, 1988; Kim & Lee 2004, Martensen et al., 2000, Hongjuan Jiang, 2015)
Figure 2.3 The Conceptual Framework

2.9 Research Hypothesis

Hypothesis 1: The E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer

satisfaction.

Hypothesis 2: Perceived value has a positively relates to customer satisfaction.

Hypothesis 3: Customer satisfaction has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.

Hypothesis 4: E-service quality has a positive relationship to Perceived value directly.

Hypothesis 5: E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.

Hypothesis 6: Perceived value has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Research Design

Data for this case will collect from China through questionnaires. The

questionnaires include three parts:

1) Which are relevant factors affecting E-service quality of online travel products

satisfaction in China.

2) Which are relevant factors affecting customers satisfaction about online travel

products in China.

3) The relationship between E-service quality and customer satisfaction on online

travel products in China.

4) The relationship between customer satisfaction and customer loyalty on online

travel products in China.

3.2 Population and Sample

Survey questionnaires were distributed to randomly selected Chinese total

internet user in 2016. According to the Internet Network Information Center research

report of 2017, the population is 731,000,000.
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Using the formula of Yamane (1973), after calculate the sample size is:

2)(1 eN
Nn




(1)

When

e = deviation of random sampling

N = number of population unit

n = size of sampling population

Set sampling deviation to 0.05

therefore

n = 731,000,000/ [1+ 731,000,000(0.05) 2 ]

= 399.9998

n = 399.998 rounded up to 400

Consequently, the sample size comes to 400 respondents

3.3 Research Tools and Data Collection

Survey mainly use questionnaire to investigate the relationship among e-service,

customer relationship and customer loyalty. The research include at least 400

respondents, related research and previous literature review.

In the questionnaire, in order to help respondents identify tourism e-commerce

sites, this questionnaire cited several mature domestic online travel websites for the

respondents, such as Ctrip, Tuniu.com, LY.com, LVMAMA.com, four network station

with routine travel network, and asked respondents to choose one of the familiar and

often browse and purchase travel products on this website for further evaluation.
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Ctrip founded in 1999 by offering members include hotels, airfare, bookings,

travel management, preferential merchant, and tourism information, comprehensive

travel service is China's leading hotel booking service center. According to iRerseach

information company “2016 Chinese Internet booking travel reservation development

report” shows that the Ctrip account for 21% of the market. According to ALEXA, the

average UV of last three month is 774400 until 18 May, 2017.

Tuniu.com was established in 2006, it designed a "road map" and "collage" for

the tourists to provide personalized line information and guidance. According to

iRerseach information company “2016 Chinese Internet booking travel reservation

development report” shows that the Ctrip account for 18.1% of the market. According

to ALEXA, the average UV of last three month is 400000 until 18 May, 2017.

LY.com was established in 2004, it is one of China's three major online travel

industry enterprise group. Base on iRerseach information company “2016 Chinese

Internet booking travel reservation development report” shows that the Ctrip account

for 9.7% of the market. According to ALEXA, the average UV of last three month is

193600 until 18 May, 2017.

LVMAMA.com was founded in 2008, is China's famous comprehensive Tours

travel sites. It provides the spot tickets, resort hotel, travel, domestic travel, outbound

tourism, transportation, business travel booking services such as custom Tours. Base

on iRerseach information company “2016 Chinese Internet booking travel reservation

development report” shows that the LVMAMA.com account for 8.6% of the market.
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Qunar.com is China's leading wireless and online travel platform, it launched in

May 2005 and its headquarters is located in Beijing. Until March 18, 2017,

Qunar.com can be real-time search about 9000 travel agent website, search worldwide

covered more than 280,000 domestic and international routes, about 103 hotels, more

than 850,000 holiday routes, and almost all tourist attractions, and daily offers more

than 200,000 kinds of tourist group purchase products.

This study use simple random sampling method to choose units that every single

unit has equal chance to be selected. This research selects online questionnaires as

main method and the Ctrip website will be the main spot. Because Ctrip is the largest

website of online travel agent(OTA) in China. Besides Tuniu.com and LY.com also

will become a important source of questionnaire. For get more variable questionnaires,

this research also choose some questionnaires survey website to distribute.

Mainly ways to distribute the questionnaires are post on BBS of each website and

survey websites, send e-mail to customers who bought online travel service. The

another way to distribute is to cooperate withe online travel service agency send the

questionnaires to customers. Base on the market share and level of usage level, the

percentage of questionnaire distribution as following table 3.1

Table 3.1 The Questionnaire Distribution Percentage

Name Type Percentage Questionnaires Website
Ctrip OTA 25% 100 www.ctrip.com
Tuniu.com OTA 20% 80 www.tuniu.com
LY.com OTA 15% 60 www.ly.com
LVMAMA.com OTA 15% 60 www.lvmama.com
Sojump.com Survey website 5% 20 www.sojump.com
Others
(weibo,wechat,QQ,)

Instant
messenger 20% 80
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The way of collection data:

1.Design online questionnaire on www.sojump.com.

Questionnaire Link: https://sojump.com/jq/14322420.aspx

2.Distribute the questionnaire on 7 websites which are: www.ctrip.com, www.tuni

u.com, www.ly.com, www.lvmama.com, www.51diaocha.com, www.91wenwen.net,

www.sojump.com.

3.Post the questionnaires on Weibo(www.weibo.com),Wechat, QQ Group.

4.Collect data from from 20 May to 26 May 2017.

5.Table 3.2 The result of data collection :

Table 3.2 The Result of Data Collection

Name Percentage Questionnaires Result
Ctrip 25% 100 121
Tuniu.com 20% 80 60
LY.com 15% 60 40
LVMAMA.com 15% 60 65
sojump.com 5% 20 20
Others(weibo,wechat,QQ) 20% 80 176
Total 482

Based on this study E-service quality and customer satisfaction survey, related

theory and literature to sort out and summarized, so as to design the questionnaire.

This questionnaire include 5 parts. Part 1 is about demographic and basic information

of use online travel website, totally 13 items. The questions shown as follow table3.3.
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Table 3.3 Design of Questionnaire about Demographic

Items Reference
1.Have you ever used online travel websites? Jiang hongjuan

（2015）2.Which online travel service websites are you using?(Multiple choice)
3.Which online travel service websites are you mostly using?(Single choice)
4.Do you have mobile application of above website?
5.How often you use this website?
6.How long you spend time on this website per time?
7.What is your main parts are you using this website? (Multiple choice)
8.Gender Cheung et al.,

(2003)9.Age
10.Education level
11.Monthly income
12.Average travel experience times per year Lethto et al. (2004)
13.Average travel spending per year Tosun et al. (2007)

Part 2 is about E-service quality, use 18 items and five points Likert scales

method to investigate responsiveness, ease of use, content, security, Structure&Layout

and appropriate pricing 6 factors. The questions shown as follow table3.4.

Table 3.4 Design of Questionnaire about E-service Quality

Items Measurement Reference
Structure&Layout 2.1 This website has good layout and visual effect. Kim & Lee

(2004)2.2 This website has unique layout design.
2.3 This website’s products can be illustrated.

Content 2.4 This website provides a comprehensive and objective of
tourism information.

Aladwani and
Palvia (2002)

2.5 The website provides full and correct travel information.
2.6 This website provides the latest tourism information.

Ease of use 2.7 The website's information search fast and convenient. Barnes and
Vidgen (2000)2.8 This website payment process easy to control

2.9 This website has flexible and varied payment ways
2.10 This website can save save reservation time of the
products.

Appropriate
pricing

2.11 This website provides the products price is the lowest. Zeithaml et al.
(1985）2.12 This website provides good cost performance products.

Responsiveness 2.13 This website can provide personalized products and
services.

Kaynama and
Black (2000)

2.14 This website provides professional customer service.
2.15 This website’s customer service provide professional
comprehensive solutions for problems.

Security 2.16 This website can protect my privacy information. Kaynama and
Black (2000)

2.17 This website can ensure the security of online payment. Zeithaml et al.
(2001）2.18 This website trading system is stable and reliable.
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Part 3 is about perceived value that include 7 items by use five points Likert

scales to survey customers’ feeling of perceived value. The questions shown as follow

table3.5.

Table 3.5 Design of Questionnaire about Perceived Value

Items Measurement Reference
Functional value 3.1 This website is reliable. Sweeney and

Soutars
(2001)

3.2 This website has good functions.
Social value 3.3 This website helps me exchange information with others.

3.4 I will attention activities on this website.
Emotional value 3.5 This website let me feel good and enjoyable. Peng and

Liang (2013)3.6 This website let me feel friendly.
3.7 This website make me want to buy the products.

Part 4 is about customer satisfaction include 4 items by five points Likert scales.

The questions shown as follow table 3.6.

Table 3.6 Design of Questionnaire about Customer Satisfaction

Items Measurement Reference

Customer
satisfaction

4.1 This website provides all information that I want. Parasuraman (2005),
Zhou Bo (2007),
Ho, Lee (2007)

4.2 This website satisfy my all requirement and expectation.
4.3 The process of using this website is pleasant.
4.4 I can achieve sense of belong from this website.

Part 5 is about customer loyalty include 4 items by use five points Likert scales.

The questions shown as follow table 3.7.

Table 3.7 Design of Questionnaire about Customer Loyalty

Items Measurement Reference

Customer
Loyalty

5.1 I would willing to buy travel product on this website Zeithaml&Berry
(1996),

Ho&Lee (2007)
5.2 This website is my first choice when I need to buy travel
products.
5.3 I will recommend my friends to use this website to buy travel
products.
5.4 I will still choose this website to buy products even though the
price higher than others a little.
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3.4 Data Analysis

In this research there are three steps to use statistical method to analysis data, as

follows:

1) Descriptive Statistics Analysis

Use frequency and percentage to describe the demography of Chinese active

online travel service users, including gender, age, monthly income, education,

experience book travel products online and so on.

2) Agreement Level Analysis

Mean and Standard Deviation be used to describe each factors agreement

dimension of variable. E-service towards six dimensions which structure&layout,

content, ease of use, appropriate pricing, responsiveness, security. Perceived value

refers to functional value, social value and emotional value.

The five point Likert scales will be used to measure the agreement level of

E-service quality, customer perceived value, customer satisfaction and customer

loyalty. The respondents choose 1 to 5 to present the level of agreement, each point

means: 1- strongly disagree,2- disagree,3- neutral,4-agree, 5-strongly agrees.

Follow the formula of Likert scales, the scores of the ranges equal
5
15 - =0.8

Thus the criteria used to determine a mean range are as follows:

Strongly agree = 4.21 –5.00

Agree =3.41 – 4.20

Neutral = 2.61 – 3.40

Disagree = 1.81 – 2.60
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Strongly disagree = 1.00 – 1.80

3) Hypothesis Testing

Correlation analysis, Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) analysis and

Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA)

Correlation analysis is refer to the strength of a relationship between two

variables. Structural equation modeling is a multivariate statistical methodology,it

computer algorithms, and statistical methods that fit networks of constructs to data.

For this model mainly to test hypotheses about the relationship among E-service

quality, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. According to the results, use the

effects to indicate relationship among the E-service quality, customer satisfaction and

customer loyalty. The last step to use standardized regression weights, standard error

and CR (standardized regression weights/ standard error) to support hypotheses of this

research.
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CHAPTER 4

MEASUREMENTMODEL

The method of this research is by questionnaire. There are 482 questionnaires

were distributed from 20 May to 26 May 2017 at 7 websites in China. Those

destinations included online travel agency, survey website, E-mail, and Wechat. By

use screening question(No.1 in questionnaire’s first part) and deleted invalid

questionnaire, a total of 381 usable questionnaires were received, generating a

response rate of 79.05%.

Use SPSS to do descriptive statistics analysis and agreement level analysis. The

SEM method was used for examine the hypothesized relationship in this study.

4.1 Descriptive Statistics Analysis

4.1.1 Sample Profile

The demographic information breakdown of the respondents is summarized in

Table 4.1 by frequency and percentage.
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Table 4.1 Demographic Information

Item Category Frequency Percentage(%)
Gender Male 188 49.3

Female 193 50.7
Total 381 100

Age 18 and below 5 1.3
18-24 108 28.3
25-30 144 37.8
31-35 66 17.3
36-40 31 8.1
41-45 14 3.7
46 and above 13 3.4
Total 381 100

Education level Under Bachelor 82 21.5
Bachelor 259 68
Master or above 40 10.5
Total 381 100

Monthly income Less than 2,000 yuan 55 14.4
2,001-3,500 yuan 105 27.6
3,501-5,000 yuan 128 33.6
5,001-6,500 yuan 67 17.6
6,501-8,000 yuan 19 5
More than 8,001 yuan 7 1.8
Total 381 100

Average travel
experience times per
year

1-2 times 169 44.4
3-4 times 181 47.5
More than 5 times 31 8.1
Total 381 100

Average travel
spending per year

Less than 2,000 yuan 66 17.3
2,001-3,500 yuan 88 23.1
3,501-5,000 yuan 97 25.5
5,001-6,500 yuan 54 14.2
6,001-7,500 yuan 34 8.9
7,501-10,000 yuan 26 6.8
More than 10,000 yuan 16 4.2
Total 381 100

From table 4.1 demographic information, there were roughly equal numbers of

male 49.3% with female 50.7% respondents. For ages distribution, 25-30 with 37.8%

is major part of the samples, followed by age 18-24 (28.3%), and age 31-35 (17.3%).

The data shows that the users of online travel websites are focus on the youth group.

The sample seemed to be a highly educated group, with the majority of

respondents(68%) holding a bachelor degree. Among those who reported income in

this study, 33.6% of the respondents earned monthly income between 3,501-5,000
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yuan, followed by 2,001-3,500 yuan (27.6%), and 5,001-6,500 yuan (17.6%). The

average travel experience times per year in those respondents majority in 3-4

times(47.5%) and followed by 1-2 times(44.4%). Results indicate that the respondents

average travel spending per year with 3,501-5,000 yuan(25.5%), followed by

2,001-3,500 yuan(23.1%).

4.1.2 Variable Description Analysis

The online travel website using situation breakdown of the respondents is

summarized in Table 4.2 by frequency and percentage. In addition,screening question

of this questionnaire is No.1 question. If the respondent choose “No” to answer if

them have ever use online website before, the questionnaire will skip to the end.

Question No.2 and No.7 are multiple choice. Question No.4 to No.7 are base on the

choice of respondents choose in Question No.3.
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Table 4.2 Online Website Using Situation

Item Category Frequency Percentage(%)
1. Have you ever used online travel
websites?

Yes 381 100
No 0 0
Total 381 100.0

2. Which online travel service
websites are you using?(Multiple
choice)

Ctrip 213 22.7
Qunar.com 265 28.2
LY.com 169 18.0
Tuniu.com 168 17.9
LVMAMA.COM 77 8.2
Others 48 5.1

3. Which online travel service
websites are you mostly
using?(Single choice)

Ctrip 83 21.8
Qunar.com 119 31.2
LY.com 82 21.5
Tuniu.com 60 15.7
LVMAMA.COM 22 5.8
Others 15 3.9
Total 381 100.0

4. Do you have mobile application
of above website?

Yes 280 73.5
No 101 26.5
Total 381 100.0

5.How often you use this website? Rarely 95 24.9
Sometime 226 59.3
Frequently 60 15.7
Total 381 100.0

6. How long you spend time on
this website per time?

Less than 30 minute 105 27.6
30 minute-1 hour 191 50.1
1-2 hours 75 19.7
More than 2 hours 10 2.6
Total 381 100.0

7. What is your main parts are you
using this website?
(Multiple choice)

Hotel 152 14.5
Tickets (airplane,train,bus) 245 23.4
Tickets (admission ticket) 166 15.8
Travel Tips 130 12.4
Package tour 104 9.9
Self-service trip 115 11.0
Outbound tour 78 7.4
Domestic tour 52 5.0
Others 7 0.7

From table table 4.2 results, Qunar is the most frequently used by respondents

with 31.2% compare with other online travel websites. Ctrip and LY.com were

roughly equal with 21.8% and 21.5%. In addition, users of the "other" travel website

mainly for taobao travel, qyer.com and other travel agency.

The online travel sites mobile application coverage ratio has reached 73.5%.User

access frequency is not high, 50% respondents average use travel website time less
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than an hour for one time. The online travel segments frequented by tourists is mainly

concentrated in the tickets(airplane,train,bus) that is 23.4%. Hotel and tickets

(admission ticket) almost equally percentage that were 15.8% and 14.5%.

4.2 Analysis of the Level of Agreement

4.2.1 Analysis of the Level of Agreement for E-service Quality with 6 Sectors

The online travel website E-service quality breakdown of the respondents is

summarized in Table 4.3 by Mean and St.d.

Table 4.3 The Mean and St. d for E-service Quality

Dimension Items N Mean St.d Level of agreement
Structure&Layout Q2.1 381 3.61 0.996 Agree

Q2.2 381 3.43 0.878 Agree
Q2.3 381 3.65 0.909 Agree

Content Q2.4 381 3.61 0.949 Agree
Q2.5 381 3.63 0.933 Agree
Q2.6 381 3.7 0.909 Agree

Ease of use Q2.7 381 3.69 0.959 Agree
Q2.8 381 3.7 0.972 Agree
Q2.9 381 3.75 0.946 Agree
Q2.10 381 3.66 0.967 Agree

Appropriate pricing Q2.11 381 3.42 0.941 Agree
Q2.12 381 3.53 0.939 Agree

Responsiveness Q2.13 381 3.57 0.967 Agree
Q2.14 381 3.58 0.904 Agree
Q2.15 381 3.55 0.868 Agree

Security Q2.16 381 3.57 0.986 Agree
Q2.17 381 3.6 0.928 Agree
Q2.18 381 3.67 0.827 Agree

E-service quality 3.61 0.932 Agree

From the Table 4.3, The mean of E-service quality is 3.61 and standard deviation

is 0.932, which were consisted by Structure&Layout, Content, Ease of use,

Appropriate pricing, Responsiveness, Security.

Base on the mean of each items to list the rank, the top 3 in the E-service quality are

Q2.9(This website has flexible and varied payment ways), Q2.6(This website
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provides the latest tourism information.), Q2.8(This website payment process easy to

control.) and Q2.7(The website's information search fast and convenient.)

4.2.2 Analysis of the level of agreement for Perceived value with 3 sectors

The online travel website Perceived value breakdown of the respondents is

summarized in Table 4.4 by Mean and St.d.

Table 4.4 The Mean and St. d for Perceived Value

Dimension Items N Mean St.d Level of agreement
Functional value Q3.1 381 3.66 0.928 Agree

Q3.2 381 3.63 0.889 Agree
Social value Q3.3 381 3.59 0.929 Agree

Q3.4 381 3.47 0.95 Agree
Emotional value Q3.5 381 3.63 0.89 Agree

Q3.6 381 3.68 0.869 Agree
Q3.7 381 3.56 0.937 Agree

Perceived value 381 3.60 0.913 Agree

From the Table 4.3, The mean of perceived value is 3.60 and standard deviation is

0.913, which were consisted by Functional value, Social value, Emotional value.The

top item in perceived value is Q3.6 (This website let me feel friendly.) and followed

by Q3.1 (This website is reliable.) which ranked by Mean.

4.2.3 Analysis of the Level of Agreement for Customer Satisfaction

The online travel website perceived value breakdown of the respondents is

summarized in Table 4.5 by Mean and St.d.

Table 4.5 The Mean and St. d for Customer Satisfaction

Variable Items N Mean St.d Level of agreement

Customer satisfaction

Q4.1 381 3.67 0.971 Agree
Q4.2 381 3.6 0.928 Agree
Q4.3 381 3.64 0.921 Agree
Q4.4 381 3.6 0.888 Agree
Average 381 3.63 0.927 Agree

From Table 4.5 the mean of customer satisfaction is 3.63 and St.d is 0.927.
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4.2.4 Analysis of the Level of Agreement for Customer Loyalty

The online travel website customer loyalty breakdown of the respondents is

summarized in Table 4.6 by Mean and St.d.

Table 4.6 The Mean and St. d for Customer Loyalty

Variable Items N Mean St.d Level of agreement

Customer loyalty

Q5.1 381 3.73 0.875 Agree
Q5.2 381 3.69 0.915 Agree
Q5.3 381 3.67 0.846 Agree
Q5.4 381 3.54 0.974 Agree
Average 381 3.66 0.9023 Agree

From Table 4.6 the mean of customer satisfaction is 3.66 and St.d is 0.9023.

Level of agreement for customer loyalty is agree.

4.3 Hypothesis Testing

4.3.1 Reliability Analysis

Reliability analysis is test to whether have a kind of consistency analysis between

variables in questionnaire. This research adopts the Cronbach's Alpha which academia

commonly used coefficient as an index of reliability of judgment. According to

Nunnally(1978), the criterion of Cronbach's Alpha is as table 4.7.

Table 4.7 The Criterion of Cronbach's Alpha

Cronbach's alpha Internal consistency
α ≥ 0.9 Excellent
0.9 > α ≥ 0.80 Good
0.8 > α ≥ 0.7 Acceptable
0.7 > α ≥ 0.6 Questionable
0.6 > α ≥ 0.5 Poor
0.5 > α Unacceptable

In table 4.8, list Cronbach's Alpha of all the variable. The Cronbach’s Alpha of

E-service quality is 0.878 which in good reliability. The Cronbach’s Alpha of

perceived value is 0.754 which in acceptable reliability. Customer satisfaction and
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customer loyalty are in questionable reliability, the Cronbach’s Alpha are 0.686 and

0.619. All the Cronbach's Alpha of each variable are higher than the minimal that is

0.6.

Table 4.8 The Cronbach's Alpha for Each Variable

Variable N of Item Cronbach's Alpha
E-service quality 18 .878
Perceived value 7 .754
Customer satisfaction 4 .686
Customer loyalty 4 .619

In table 4.9, the Cronbach's Alpha for four variable, the Cronbach's Alpha is

0.923 which is in excellent reliability. In general the reliability for this questionnaire

were reliable.

Table 4.9 The Cronbach's Alpha for Four Variable

Cronbach's Alpha Cronbach's Alpha Based on
Standardized Items

N of Items

.923 .923 29

4.3.2 Correlation Analysis

Correlation coefficient is used to reflect the strength of association between

variables close degree of statistical indicators. Correlation matrix is also called the

correlation coefficient matrix, which is composed of matrix correlation coefficient

between the columns. Correlation coefficient is calculated by covariance method, base

on two variables and their average deviation as the foundation, through the two

deviation multiplied to reflect the correlation degree between the two variables.

Correlation coefficient normally present by r. Table 4.9 shows a correlation matrix
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relating to the 4 sub-dimensions which are E-service quality, perceived value,

customer satisfaction and customer loyalty. The correlation coefficient values ranges

-1 and + 1.The meaning is as follows:

When r = -1, the relationship between two variables is absolute negative;

When r = 0, no linear correlation relationship between two variables;

When r = 1, the relationship between two variables is absolutely positive

correlation.

When 0 < | r | < 1, two variables had a certain degree of linear correlation.And

when | r | is close to 1,linear correlation is more closely; when | r | is close to 0, linear

correlation is weaker between two variables.

From table 4.10 all coefficients are higher than 0, it means all the factors have

positively relationship with each other. In generally, all the dimensions in the

conceptual framework are reasonable.
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Table 4.10 Correlation Matrix

CS1 CS2 CS3 CS4 CL1 CL2 CL3 CL4 SL Content EU AP RP Security FV SV EV

CS1 1.000

CS2 .364 1.000

CS3 .487 .332 1.000

CS4 .253 .340 .342 1.000

CL1 .471 .273 .377 .290 1.000

CL2 .264 .427 .342 .347 .312 1.000

CL3 .401 .226 .397 .353 .417 .269 1.000

CL4 .393 .353 .293 .336 .186 .349 .221 1.000

SL .489 .452 .498 .386 .405 .393 .326 .386 1.000

Content .417 .426 .458 .419 .428 .398 .359 .377 .492 1.000

EU .521 .506 .526 .372 .403 .432 .441 .337 .596 .575 1.000

AP .386 .400 .429 .423 .280 .363 .287 .440 .469 .483 .425 1.000

RP .466 .380 .464 .499 .437 .369 .369 .391 .435 .573 .502 .473 1.000

Security .480 .420 .439 .344 .400 .463 .388 .397 .484 .464 .612 .439 .467 1.000

FV .547 .533 .471 .336 .437 .375 .316 .299 .548 .465 .598 .465 .440 .512 1.00
0

SV .352 .376 .444 .403 .357 .348 .350 .361 .387 .499 .406 .509 .532 .456 .451 1.000

EV .512 .421 .521 .430 .422 .435 .397 .391 .500 .534 .594 .472 .545 .600 .475 .449 1.000

Note 1: Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Note 2: CS is customer satisfaction, CL is customer loyalty, SL is Structure&Layout, EU is Ease

of use, AP is Appropriate pricing, FV is functional value, SV is social value, EV is emotional value.RP
is responsiveness.

4.3.3 Validity Analysis

Validity analysis is used to measure the results of the questionnaire and the goal

of this research wanted achieve of the similar degree between this two. Validity

analysis include content validity, criterion validity and construct validity. In the actual

operation process, the content validity and criterion validity need to be recognized as

the criterion of measurement, therefore difficult to implement.

Construct validity is divided into two kinds: convergent validity and discriminant

validity (Anderson & Gerbing 1988). Convergent validity refers to belong to the same

concept of measuring the degree of positive correlation between item. Discriminant
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validity refers to the different variables measuring item between unrelated. The

correlation coefficient between the variables if 95% confidence interval does not

contain 1, that can think it has discriminant validity between the variables. This study

use confirmatory factor analysis(CFA) to test the convergent validity and discriminant

validity. This study use confirmatory factor analysis(CFA) to test the convergent

validity and discriminant validity . In the confirmatory factor analysis, the validity of

level can be the model fitting index and standardized factor loading coefficient to test.

If the model fitting index shows that the fitting level is acceptable, which better fitting

the sample data, this research could further standardized by observing the size of the

load coefficient to verify its validity. In generally the standardization of factor loading

coefficient greater than 0.5, and statistically significant, the load coefficient indicates

the scale convergent validity (Fomell and Larcker, 1981).

CFA in this research was used to confirm the factor loadings of four variables

namely E-service quality, perceived value, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty.

The measurement model for CFA is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 The Measurement Model for CFA
Note: CS is customer satisfaction, CL is customer loyalty, EQ is E-service quality, SL is

Structure&Layout, EU is Ease of use, AP is Appropriate pricing, FV is functional value, SV is social
value, EV is emotional value.
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From table 4.11, all of standardized factor loading are higher than 0.5, it means

the variables in this research have convergent validity.

Table 4.11 Convergent Validity

Variables Items Standardized
factor loading

Construct
reliability

Average variance
extracted

EQ

SL .701

.878 0.502

Content .710
EU .771
AP .643

Responsiveness .703
Security .718

PV
FV .691

.754 0.458SV .607
EV .726

CS

CS1 .636

.686 0.358CS2 .583
CS3 .631
CS4 .539

CL

CL1 .562

.619 0.294CL2 .556
CL3 .525
CL4 .523

Note: CS is customer satisfaction, CL is customer loyalty, EQ is E-service quality, SL is
Structure&Layout, EU is Ease of use, AP is Appropriate pricing, FV is functional value, SV is social
value, EV is emotional value.

Table 4.12 Discriminant Validity

Variables EQ PV CS CL
EQ 1

PV 0.523
(0.412,0.634) 1

CS 0.883
(0.853,0.912)

0.678
(0.642,0.713) 1

CL 0.781
(0.741,0.821)

0.455
(0.334,0.576)

0.561
(0.475,0.647) 1

*CS is customer satisfaction, CL is customer loyalty, EQ is E-service quality, SL is
Structure&Layout, EU is Ease of use, AP is Appropriate pricing, FV is functional value, SV is social
value, EV is emotional value.

4.3.4 Assessing Model Fits

In order to test the extent of the structure model to the data fitting, this research

use Chi-square/ degree of freedom (X² /df), comparative fit index (CFI), root mean
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square error of approximation (RMESA), normed-fit index (NFI), incremental fit

index(IFI), Tucker-Lewis index(TLI), the criteria of fit indices shown in table 4.13.

Table 4.13 The Criteria of Fit Indices

Fit indices Criteria Reference
X²/df <5 Kline,1998
CFI >0.9 Bentler,1990NFI >0.9

RMESA <0.08 Mcdonald&Ho,2002
IFI >0.9 Bollen,1988
TLI >0.9 Bentler&Bonett,1980

Table 4.14 shown the criteria of fit indices of original model. The X²/df is 2.814,

and id significant at p < 0.05, CFI is 0.928, RMESA is 0.069, IFI is 0.929, TLI is

0.914 indicating an acceptable fit. NFI is lower than recommend value but close to

0.9.

Table 4.14 The Criteria of Fit Indices of Original Model

Fit indices Recommend value Measurement model
X²/df <5 2.814
CFI >0.9 0.928
NFI >0.9 0.894

RMESA <0.08 0.069
IFI >0.9 0.929
TLI >0.9 0.914

Table 4.15 shown the top 3 Modification Indices of Covariances. e3↔e8 have

highly relationship, if change error item e3 and e8 from fixed parameter to free

parameter can reduce the value of X² for 14.68.

Table 4.15 The Top 3 Modification Indices of Covariances

M.I. Par Change
e10 <--> e15 13.505 -0.108
e5 <--> e13 13.711 0.068
e3 <--> e8 14.68 -0.054
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Figure 4.2 shown the measurement model after modification.

Figure 4.2 The Second Measurement Model after Modification
Note: CS is customer satisfaction, CL is customer loyalty, EQ is E-service quality, SL is

Structure&Layout, EU is Ease of use, AP is Appropriate pricing, FV is functional value, SV is social
value, EV is emotional value.

Table 4.16 shown the criteria of fit indices of second measurement model. The X

² /df is 2.684, and id significant at p < 0.05, CFI is 0.934, RMESA is 0.067, IFI is

0.935, TLI is 0.920 indicating an acceptable fit.

Table 4.16 The Criteria of Fit Indices of the Second Measurement Model

Fit indices Recommend value Measurement model
X²/df <5 2.684
CFI >0.9 0.934
NFI >0.9 0.900

RMESA <0.08 0.067
IFI >0.9 0.935
TLI >0.9 0.920

By comparing the result of the original model and modification model, the

criteria of fit indices are more correspond to recommend value. In generally, E-service

quality, perceived value, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty path coefficients

were significantly, thus Hypothesis H1, H2, H3 and H4 can be tested by modification

model.
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4.3.5 Hypothesis Testing

From Chapter 2, there are 4 hypotheses in this research:

Hypothesis 1: The E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer

satisfaction.

Hypothesis 2: Perceived value has a positively relates to customer satisfaction.

Hypothesis 3: Customer satisfaction has a positive relationship to customer

loyalty.

Hypothesis 4: E-service quality has a positive relationship to Perceived value.

Hypothesis 5: E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.

Hypothesis 6: Perceived value has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.

At present, mediating effect method is the most widely used to test mediating role

operations (Baron&Kenny,1986). This kind of test method detailed expressed as:

Step 1, make the dependent variable on the independent variable regression,

satisfied level of significance of regression coefficient;

Step 2, make the intermediary variable of the independent variable regression,

satisfied level of significance of regression coefficient;

Step 3, the dependent variable to intermediary variable regression, factor still

significantly;

Step 4, the introduction of intermediary variable continue to verify. If the

influence of the independent variable on the dependent variable is significantly

weakened, indicates that the mediation variables is part of the intermediary effect. If
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the influence which was not significant, on behalf of the intermediary variable had

complete mediation effect.

Table 4.17 The Step of Test Hypotheses

Step Path CR P Result
No.1 E-service quality↔customer loyalty 10.024 *** Support

Perceived value↔customer loyalty 9.706 *** Support
E-service quality↔Perceived value 13.878 *** Support

No.2 E-service quality↔customer satisfaction 4.339 *** Support
Perceived value↔customer satisfaction 1.219 0.437 Unsupport

No.3 Customer satisfaction↔customer loyalty 8.060 *** Support
No.4 E-service quality↔customer

satisfaction↔customer loyalty 1.372 0.170 Unsupport

Perceived value↔customer
satisfaction↔customer loyalty 1.474 0.141 Unsupport

Note: *P <0.05 (2 tailed), CR equal to Structural coefficients divide by SE.

From Table 4.17 shown the result of the hypotheses tests, 5 hypothesis are

supported, E-service quality has a positive effect on customer loyalty with CR is

10.024, P value is smaller than 0.05; Perceived value has significant positive effect on

customer loyalty with CR is 9.706, and P value is smaller than 0.05; E-service quality

has significant positive effect on perceived value with CR is 13.878, and P value is

smaller than 0.05; E-service quality has significant positive effect on customer

satisfaction with CR is 4.339 and P value is smaller than 0.05; Customer satisfaction

has significant positive effect on customer loyalty with CR is 8.060 and P value is

smaller than 0.05. H1, H3, H4, H5, H6 are supported while H2 is rejected. From the P

value found customer satisfaction has an direct intermediary effect among E-service

quality, perceived value and customer loyalty.
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Table 4.18 shown the final result of hypothesis test, in summary that H1, H3, H4,

H5, H6 are supported while H2 is rejected

Table 4.18 The Final Result of Hypothesis Test

Hypotheses Path P Result
H1 E-service quality↔customer satisfaction *** Supported
H2 Perceived value↔customer satisfaction 0.437 Rejected
H3 Customer satisfaction↔customer loyalty *** Supported
H4 E-service quality↔Perceived value *** Supported
H5 E-service quality↔customer loyalty *** Supported
H6 Perceived value↔customer loyalty *** Supported
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CHAPTER 5

DISCUSSIONSAND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusion

This research use online travel website service quality as a point, in reference to

SERVQUAL model , ACSI model and based on the mature scale basis to evaluate

E-service quality of online website. In further research through online questionnaires

and quantitative statistics to measure the relationship among E-service quality,

perceived value and customer satisfaction on customer loyalty. E-service quality is

determined by six sub-dimensions which are structure&layout, content, ease of use,

responsiveness, appropriate pricing and security six dimension. The perceived value is

include three dimensions which are functional value, social value and emotional value.

The conceptual framework is developed from ACSI model and Lloyd et al. (2011).

The data collection tool is online questionnaires from China. There are 7 distributions

be covered, and total 381 usable questionnaires be used. The questionnaire which

comprises of 5 parts which are demography information includes screening questions

and online websites using situation of respondents, perceived value, customer

satisfaction, and customer loyalty.

The findings of demographic information reveal the detail of the sample group.

Gender: According to table 4.1, male respondents is 188 , 49.3% of the survey

number,female respondent is 234, equal to 50.7% of the survey number.
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Age: According to table 4.1, aged 18 and below is 5 equal to 1.3%, aged 18-24

years old is 108 equal to 28.3%, aged 25-30 years old is 144 equal to 37.8%, aged

31-35 years old is 66 equal to 17.3%, aged 36-40 years old is 31 equal to 8.1%, aged

41-45 years old is 14 equal to 3.7%, aged 46 and above is 13 equal to 3.4%.

Education level: According to table 4.1, 82 respondents are under bachelor equal

to 21.5%, 259 respondents are bachelor degree equal to 68%, 40 respondents are

master or above equal to 10.5%.

Monthly income: According to table 4.1, 55 respondents are less than 2,000

yuan equal to 14.4%, 105 respondents are 2,001-3,500 yuan equal to 27.6%, 128

respondents are 3,501-5,000 yuan equal to 33.6%, 67 respondents are 5,001-6,500

yuan equal to 17.6%, 19 respondents are 6,501-8,000 yuan equal to 5%, 7 respondents

are more than 8,001 yuan equal to 1.8%.

Average travel experience times per year: According to table 4.1, 169

respondents are 1-2 times equal to 44.4%, 169 respondents are 3-4 times equal to

47.5%, 31 respondents are more than 5 times equal to 8.1%.

Average travel spending per year: According to table 4.1, 66 respondents are

less than 2,000 yuan equal to 17.3%, 88 respondents are 2,001-3,500 yuan equal to

23.1%, 97 respondents are 3,501-5,000 yuan equal to 25.5%, 54 respondents are

5,001-6,500 yuan equal to 14.2%, 34 respondents are 6,001-7,500 yuan equal to 8.9%,

26 respondents are 7,501-10,000 yuan equal to 6.8%, 16 respondents are More than

10,000 yuan equal to 4.2%.
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Base on table 4.2, 381 usable questionnaires are be taken. Qunar.com is the most

wildly used by respondents, the percentage is 31.2%. There are 73.5% respondents

have the mobile application of the online travel website. Most of respondents use

online travel websites not frequently, and the time of use this website mainly between

30 minute to1 hour. Tickets of airplane, train ,bus part is the most frequently used by

respondents which is 245 equal to 23.4%.

The E-service quality consist by 6 dimensions which are Structure&Layout,

Content Ease of use, Appropriate pricing, Responsiveness, Security The level of

agreement of E-service quality is agree,the mean is 3.61 and standard deviation is

0.932. The Perceived value consist by 3 dimensions which are Functional value,

Social value, Emotional value. The level of agreement of perceived value is agree,the

mean is3.60 and standard deviation is 0.913. The level of agreement of customer

satisfaction is agree the mean is 3.66 and St.d is 0.9023.

In this research SEM technique used to test the hypothesized model. SPSS and

Amos are used to test the model reliability and validity. Employed CFA model of

SEM to verify the relationship among E-service quality, perceived value, customer

satisfaction and customer loyalty. By use Cronbach's Alpha and Convergent validity

test this questionnaire is reliable and have good validity. Assessing model fits

according to criteria of fit indices, to ensure that the model and the data can be a good

fit. The hypothesis tested by use C.R. And P value. The result is that that H1, H3, H4,

H5, H6 are supported while H2 is rejected. H1 is the E-service quality has a positive

relationship to customer satisfaction. H2 is perceived value has a positively relates to
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customer satisfaction. H3 is customer satisfaction has a positive relationship to

customer loyalty. H4 is E-service quality has a positive relationship to Perceived

value.H5 is E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer loyalty. H6 is

perceived value has a positive relationship to customer loyalty.

5.2 Discussion

5.2.1 The Relationship Between E-service Quality and Customer Satisfaction

According to path analysis, E-service quality has a positive relationship with

customer satisfaction (H1). Base on literature review shows that Kim & Lee (2004)

information content, structure and ease of use, reputation and security, and usefulness

are important dimensions of E-service quality and have positive effect on customer

satisfaction. Lee&Lin (2005) study found that website design, responsiveness,

reliability, and security significantly affect the quality of service, thus significantly

affect customer satisfaction, and personalized no significant impact on customer

satisfaction. Literature review of Chinese research found that ease of use,

responsiveness, reliability, empathy, security dimensions has a significant influence

on customer satisfaction (Zhou bo, 2007). Jiang hongjuan (2015) develop the

E-service quality that interface, usefulness, the quality of the information provided,

timeliness, economy have a positive effect on customer satisfaction. Considerate

previous studies, this study combine the Chinese situation design the model E-service

quality include Structure&Layout, content, ease of use, responsiveness, appropriate
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pricing, security six dimensions have a positive effect on customer satisfaction and

get the same result with previous study.

5.2.2 The Relationship between Perceived Value and Customer Satisfaction

According to path analysis, perceived value has a positive relationship with

customer satisfaction (H2). From previous studies Sweeny and Soutar (2001)

developed perval measurement scale of perceived value. perceived value can be

divided into four aspects --, functional value (price) and functional value(quality),

emotional value and social value to assess customer perceived value. Fandos (2009)

on the basis of the perceived value propose the item measurement for the social,

emotional, and functional value.In this study, use Fandos (2009) propose the there are

3 itmes measurement that is functional value, emotional value and social value consist

the perceived value. The result of this study show that perceived value did not has

positive relationship with customer satisfaction. From the result show that C.R. is

1.219, but p is none-significant is 0.437 much larger than 0.05. The reasons of cause

this result may have this 2: 1) the questions of questionnaire are too subjectivity, that

were cause the answer unobjectionable. 2) some questions of measurement are less

than 3 and have similar questions in questionnaires, that cause the measurement is not

accuracy.
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5.2.3 The Relationship between Customer Satisfaction and Customer Customer

Loyalty

According to path analysis, customer satisfaction has a positive relationship with

customer loyalty (H3). Ribbink (2004) think that customer satisfaction has significant

positive effects on customer loyalty in e-commerce. Shankar (2003) found online

customer satisfaction and more significant impact on loyalty than offline. Although

the relationship between customer satisfaction and loyalty are asymmetry but the

correlation exists between the two, especially in e-commerce (Balanbanis et al.,

2006).

5.2.4 The Relationship between Perceived Value and E-service Quality

According to path analysis, E-service quality has a positive relationship with

perceived value (H4). Drew&Bolton (1991) found that the quality of service by

customer perceived value intermediary factors influencing customer buying behavior.

Service quality through customer perceived risk significantly influence on consumer

purchase intention (T.Sunitha, 2014). In this study, base on e-commerce and online

travel website situation, combine Fandos (2009) theory that evaluate perceived value

of website from functional value, social value and emotional value 3 dimensions with

E- service quality, get the result as same withe previous study that it has positive

relationship between this two.
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5.2.5 The Relationship between E-service Quality with Customer Loyalty

According to path analysis, E-service quality has a positive relationship with

customer loyalty (H5). Taylor (2001) study the effect of service quality on customer

loyalty which consist of customer recommendation intention and willingness to buy

two dimensions, the results showed that the effects of service quality for customer

recommendation intention is not significant, but the customer purchase intention have

significant impact on again. Parasuraxnan, Zeithaml & Berry (1996) propose that

service quality will be positive influence customer willingness to recommend to

others, and recommendation intention is an important index of customer loyalty,

service quality on customer loyalty has a positive relationship. In this study get the

same result with previous studies.

5.2.6 The Relationship between Perceived Value with Customer Loyalty

According to path analysis, perceived value has a positive relationship with

customer loyalty (H6). For the relationship between perceived value and customer

loyalty, many research results show that the perceived value of the positive influence

customers purchase intention (Lee et al, 2001; Cronin et al, 1997). Many studies

suggest that is indirect relationship between perceived value and customer loyalty,

some studies also consider there are intermediary factors. Perceived value on

customer loyalty through customer satisfaction (Cronin et al, 2000) and trust factors

have indirect effect on customer loyalty (Chaudhuri et al, 2001). In this studies show
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that customer satisfaction as intermediary factor between perceived value and

customer loyalty has a positive effect between this two.

5.3 Implication and Recommendation

5.3.1 Implication

This study examined mainland Chinese online visitors’ customer satisfaction by

building a structural equation model. The inter-relationships between E-service

quality, perceived value, customer satisfaction, and customer loyalty were explored.

Combine Kim & Lee (2004), Lee&Lin (2005) and Jiang hongjuan (2015) this four

research, conceptual in this research linkages of the impact of E-service quality which

has six dimensions responsiveness, ease of use, security, content, appropriate pricing,

structure&layout on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty were established and

empirically tested. This research base on Chinese situation through online

questionnaires to investigate whether E-service quality has positive effect on

perceived value, customer satisfaction and customer loyalty that different with other

research. Through tested by CFA, this research support the E-service quality has a

positive relationship to customer satisfaction, customer satisfaction has a positive

relationship to customer loyalty, E-service quality has a positive relationship to

Perceived value, E-service quality has a positive relationship to customer loyalty,

perceived value has a positive relationship to customer loyalty. While the literature

did not support the direct paths between perceived value and customer satisfaction,

the testing of a rival model further confirms that online travel website service quality
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should be treated as a multi-level construct. More importantly, it is the totality of

E-service quality that has been proved to influence customer satisfaction and loyalty.

This effort calls for future studies to enhance the model by considering more related

factors that may help further investigate online travel website’s customer satisfaction

and improve E-service quality.

In a practical sense, the results are helpful in understanding the impact of

E-service quality on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty in the online travel

industry. Customer satisfaction was found to have a positive impact on customer

loyalty. This founding was supported by previous studies customer satisfaction and

customer loyalty between online and offline (Oliver, 1999; Ribbink, 2004; Shankar,

2003; Balanbanis et al., 2006). It shows that in the virtual environment, customer

satisfaction is also has significant to customer satisfaction. From the consumers’

perspective, E-service quality has directly positive impact on customer satisfaction

and loyalty in online travel industry (McKinney et al., 2000; liljander, 2002; Kim &

Lee, 2004; Lee&Lin, 2005). Consumers have also become more technologically

savvy, not only in making purchases on the Internet but also in planning their

vacations online. The analysis of customer perceived value and the satisfaction about

E-service quality will become a hot issue (Gronroos,1982; Drew&Bolton,1991;

T.Sunitha ,2014).

Results of the study found that E-service has a direct and positive impact on

satisfaction. It is critical for online tourism companies to continue to improve in their

website quality because online customer satisfaction is influence by the experience of
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use online travel service. This study utilized 6 dimensions to examine E-service

quality and 3 dimensions to investigate perceived value of travel website quality in

China because these dimensions have been empirically tested. To capture the lucrative

online business online travel agency have enhanced their competitive advantages by

improve E-service quality and find more resource on the virtual environment. The

implication of this study is to investigate the relationship among E-service quality,

perceived value, customer satisfaction and loyalty, that make online travel companies

know more about how to enhance the service quality to achieve customer loyalty and

satisfaction.

5.3.2 Recommendation

In this research, the online travel website research in the impacting factors of

customer loyalty found that the service quality is the foundation of customer loyalty.

Therefore, to improve customer loyalty of online travel websites have several

recommendation as below:

1) Improve the quality of service should be to improve the usability of online

service from the aspects of tangibility.

Ease of use and tangibility for online travel service often interconnected.

Tangibility of improving tends to improve the ease of use in online travel service. The

tangibility of service including material commitment, service personnel response and

layout design. When customers use online travel service, the first expression is the

website. Customers through the website to buy online travel products and services,
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perception of websites become a part of the overall service quality perception of the

enterprise. So online travel website should first focus on the tangibility of the website,

because it directly about tourists experience and purchase intention. To improve the

usability of web site can base on these points:

To ensure that the links are accurate and effective and high speed. Customers in

the process of open website patience is generally lower than the time in receiving the

services from traditional agency, the slow connection speed seriously affect the mood

and purchase intention.

Guarantee concise and clear user interface. As the user oriented direct system,

interface whether accurate guide of the customer service is an important symbol of

evaluating its good or not. Good user interface should consider the habits of

customers, customer requirements and enterprise features, even including the use of

color psychology adjust the interface. Besides use text also can utilize advanced

internet multimedia technology, such as pictures, video, as far as possible for the

customer to bring visual enjoyment and pleasure.

Various functions on the operation should simple and intuitive. Clear site

navigation can effectively help customers find the products and information satisfy

the demand of purchase. The design of the website should let users feel relaxed and

comfortable and easy to use and able to attract users.

Technique support capacity is also important factors to improve ease of use for

online travel websites. Good technical support and research&development of products

can improve the stability of the product and ease of use. Site must strengthen the
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attention to technology, establish strong and stable technical operations teams to

monitor website operation. To provide a variety of payment methods, such as online

banking, credit CARDS, Alipay etc., so as to greatly improve the convenience of

trading and improve the success rate.

2) Improve "security" in E-service quality.

"Security" is mainly refers to the transaction security and privacy protection

online consumer safety. Online travel service is on the environment of virtual,

customer consumption behavior more show is a kind of self-help activity. Because

can not face the employees of online travel websites directly, customers consider

safety of transaction and personal information security. Many small and

medium-sized websites because of the lack of security commitments, often need to

use third-party payment to complete the transaction.Security directly affect consumer

choice. So online travel sites should show their action of customer capital and

information security protection to customers. To adopt advanced security technology

and cooperate with the third party company and banks to reduce site loopholes, avoid

cracking by hackers on the web server. Establishing effective feasible security

compensation mechanism, active trading for customers to buy safety insurance, once

customer lose profit, web site can provide advance processing and compensation

mechanisms for responsibility tracing.

3) Improve the service quality should strengthen the quality of content. In

generally the service of online travel website provide is a kind of “information”

service. The OTA in collect a lot of information for customers to choose products on
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an open platform, customers pay for the convenience of this service. Information

reliability is the most fundamental online travel services. If OTA can not provide

accurate information, the customer will reduce the consumption. So strengthen the

quality of information transmission is very important. Ensure safety of the original

information, at the same time to keep the information update, such as ensure the time

table of flight, rail traffic and bus are accurate. The scenic spot tickets, guest room

price should be accurate. Strengthen information transmission need to improve the

transmission method, not only on text, also can choose high quality objective photos,

third-party log, tourism form such as video transmission, ensure the quality of

information are safety and reliability.

4) Improve the service quality should guarantee the "responsiveness" of service.

For the service request, difficulties and complaints from customers, OTA need to

feedback in time to improve the service of "responsiveness". Online travel companies

generally need to set up a special training of the personnel of the service "call center",

Call center can make up the part of defect for the online travel defect. Professional

call center make the customers have the feeling to face the service personnel directly.

So OTA need to train high quality customer service team, improve the individual

quality, such as provide patient and accurate technique support service to answer

customer questions, quickly handle customer complaints. Except the personnel of the

service, but also should increase the other channels that can handle the customer

requirements, including email, voice self-service customer service telephone and

online complaints.
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5) Enhance customer satisfaction and loyalty need to increase customer empathy

and engagement

Empathy mainly refers to by providing products and services which according to

the customer personality,so that can make customers to give affection to enterprise

development, actively participate in. Therefore, increase customer empathy should

construct the needle to customer the service system of individual character.

Personality service system through previous consumer activities and purchase

behavior,by use scientific statistical analysis to determine customer consumer interest

and personal preference. Designed according to customer characteristics personality

products and services, make customers get involved. At the same time also can give

customers surprise to exceed customer expectations in front of the consumer, to

achieve customer satisfaction. In the operations also should take the initiative to

increase contact with customers, through recommend product information, members

and festive activities, etc., increase the interaction with customers, so that can

improve customer satisfaction and loyalty.

Strengthen customer participation can from the following aspects.

To provide users with channels to seek help, for example, provide online

customer service, online chat rooms, online BBS, etc., when the user about the

problems encountered in the process of booking and on site or other users, website

should also improve the responsiveness of service at the same time, in time for the

users to solve relevant problems.
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To optimize website online BBS, survey, review, voting, and other functions,

provide users with better interactive platform, can not only improve the enthusiasm of

the user interaction, but also provides users with in line of the spread of

word-of-mouth channel.

Should formulate strategy between encourages users to help each other. At

present, the community of tourism, tourist reviews, has become a major online travel

booking sites is one of the main plate, take this web site's popularity has been a sharp

rise.

5.4 Research Limitations and Prospects

1) The research limitations

First of all, the respondents are mainly in university students colleagues and the

young some come from the social public platforms such as weibo, wechat, could lead

to a questionnaire is difficult to fully reflect the reality of the popular online travel

service quality perception; In addition, the paper in the process of research focus on

explore in the overall loyalty influence factors of online travel sites, thus lack of

detailed classification of online travel sites explore.The travel sites of the object's use

on Ctrip, Qunar, LY.com, LVMAMA.com number of other sites, so may make

research conclusion is not comprehensive.

Because this research use the SERVQUAL model and maturity scale on the basis

of the questionnaire design and survey, so may the lack of some intermediary
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variables, and adjust the setting of the variables, data statistical and analysis are fine

enough.

2) The prospect of research

Online travel website service quality is a double pressing needs of academic and

industry development, so in the future study should be more research to practical

problems in the development of online travel sites in China, focus on actual service

problem, by attention to the problems of online tourism services extended the model

conforms to Chinese tourism service quality improvement.
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APPENDIX QUESTIONNAIRE IN ENGLISH

This research is being undertaken to learn more about. The effect of perceived value,

E-Service Quality on customer satisfaction and customer loyalty for online travel

service in China. This questionnaire is anonymous and the result only used to

research.

Thank you for your kindness to filling this questionnaire.

Part 1:Personal Information

Note: Please write down your answer or check √ which related with your answer.

1.Have you ever used online travel websites?

□Yes (go on) □No (end)

2.Which online travel service websites are you using?(Multiple choice)

□Ctrip □Qunar.com □LY.com

□Tuniu.com □LVMAMA.COM

□Other(please specify)

3.Which online travel service websites are you mostly using?(Single choice)

□Ctrip □Qunar.com □LY.com

□Tuniu.com □LVMAMA.COM

□Other(please specify)

4.Do you have mobile application of above website?

□Yes □No

5.How often you use this website?

□Rarely □Sometime □Frequently

6.How long you spend time on this website per time?

□Less than 30 minute □30 minute-1 hour

□1-2 hours □More than 2 hours

7.What is your main parts are you using this website?(Multiple choice)

□Hotel □Tickts (airplane,train,bus)

□Tickts (admission ticket) □Travel Tips

□Package tour □Self-service trip
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□Outbound tour □Domestic tour

□Other(please specify)

8.Gender □Male □Female

9.Age □18 and below □18-24 □25-30 □31-35

□36-40 □41-45 □46 and above

10.Education level □Under Bachelor □Bachelor □Master or above

11.Monthly

income

□less than 2,000 yuan □2,001-3,500 yuan

□3,501-5,000 yuan □5,001-6,500 yuan

□6,501-8,000 yuan □More than 8,001 yuan

12.Average travel experience times per year

□1-2 times □3-4 times □More than 5 times

13.Average travel spending per year

□less than 2,000 yuan □2,001-3,500 yuan

□3,501-5,000 yuan □5,001-6,500 yuan

□6,001-7,500 yuan □7,501-10,000 yuan

□More than 10,000 yuan

From part 2 to part 5, please base on the online travel service website of you mostly

use (Which is your answer in question 3) to choose your perception level of

agreement or disagreement in the following.

Please check √ in the boxes.Each statement is measured using a 5 point Likert scale:

1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree.

Part 2 E-service quality 1 2 3 4 5

2.1 This website has good layout and visual effect.

2.2 This website has unique layout design.

2.3 This website’s products can be illustrated.

1 2 3 4 5
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2.4 This website provides a comprehensive and

objective of tourism information.

2.5 The website provides full and correct travel

information.

2.6 This website provides the latest tourism information.

1 2 3 4 5

2.7 The website's information search fast and

convenient.

2.8 This website payment process easy to control

2.9 This website has flexible and varied payment ways

2.10 This website can save save reservation time of the

products.

1 2 3 4 5

2.11 This website provides the products price is the

lowest.

2.12 This website provides good cost performance

products.

1 2 3 4 5

2.13 This website can provide personalized products and

services.

2.14 This website provides professional customer

service.

2.15 This website’s customer service provide

professional comprehensive solutions for problems.

1 2 3 4 5

2.16 This website can protect my privacy information.

2.17 This website can ensure the security of online

payment.

2.18 This website trading system is stable and reliable.
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Please check √ in the boxes. Each statement measured using a 5 point Likert scale:

1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree.

Part 3 Perceived value 1 2 3 4 5

3.1 This website is reliable.

3.2 This website has good functions.

1 2 3 4 5

3.3 This website helps me exchange information with

others.

3.4 I will attention activities on this website.

1 2 3 4 5

3.5 This website let me feel good and enjoyable.

3.6 This website let me feel friendly.

3.7 This website make me want to buy the products.

Please check √ in the boxes. Each statement measured using a 5 point Likert scale:

1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree.

Part 4 Customer Satisfaction 1 2 3 4 5

4.1 This website provides all information that I want.

4.2 This website satisfy my all requirement and

expectation.

4.3 The process of using this website is pleasant.

4.4 I can achieve sense of belong from this website.

Please check √ in the boxes. Each statement measured using a 5 point Likert scale:

1 = strongly disagree; 2 = disagree; 3 = neutral; 4 = agree; 5 = strongly agree.

Part 5 customer loyalty 1 2 3 4 5

5.1 I would willing to buy travel product on this website

5.2 This website is my first choice when I need to buy
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travel products.

5.3 I will recommend my friends to use this website to

buy travel products.

5.4 I will still choose this website to buy products even

though the price higher than others a little.
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APPENDIX QUESTIONNAIRE IN CHINESE

尊敬的女士/先生：

您好，这是一份关于旅游网站服务质量及用户满意度的调查问卷，主要调查大家

平时使用在线旅游网站查询旅游信息、预订酒店和飞机票等旅游相关信息。此次

问卷仅作为本人的毕业论文调查需要，采用匿名的方式，您可以安心作答。非常

感谢您的配合与帮助！

第一部分：

1.您是否使用过在线旅游网站？

□是→2 □否→结束

2.您使用过哪些在线旅游网站？（多选题）

□携程网 □去哪儿 □同程网

□途牛网 □驴妈妈

□其他（如飞猪，穷游，艺龙等）

3.请选出那个旅游网站您最常使用?（单选题）

□携程网 □去哪儿 □同程网

□途牛网 □驴妈妈

□其他（如飞猪，穷游，艺龙等）

4.您有这个网站的手机客户端吗？

□是 □否

5.您使用这个网站的频率是？

□很少 □有时 □经常

6.您平均每次花费在该网站的时间是？

□少于 30 分钟 □30 分钟到 1小时

□1小时到 2小时 □超过 2小时

7.您在该网站浏览最多的版块是？（可多选）

□酒店 □机票、火车票、汽车票

□景点门票 □攻略

□团队游 □自助游

□出境游 □国内游
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□其他

8.您的性别 □男 □女

9.您的年龄 □18岁及以下 □18-24岁 □25-30岁 □

31-35

岁

□36-40岁 □41-45岁 □46 岁及以上

10.您的学历 □高中及以下 □本科 □硕士及以上

11.您的每月可支配

收入？（元）

□2000及以下 □2001-3500

□3,501-5,000 □5,001-6,500

□6,501-8,000 □8,001及以上

12.您平均每年旅游的次数？

□1-2 次 □3-4 次 □5次及以上

13.您平均每年旅游支出？（元）

□2000及以下 □2,001-3,500

□3,501-5,000 □5,001-6,500

□6,001-7,500 □7,501-10,000

□10,000及以上

从第二部分到第五部分，请您根据最常使用的在线旅游网站（在第 3题中回答的

答案）来选择您的答案。

请在完全不同意（1分）和完全同意（5分）之间选择适合的分值并在所选项方

框里面画：“√”:

1 = 完全不同意; 2 =不同意; 3 =不确定; 4 =同意; 5 =完全同意.

第二部分 1 2 3 4 5

2.1 这个网站有良好的版面设计和视觉效果

2.2 这个网站的版面设计很独特

2.3 这个网站的商品展示能够图文并茂

1 2 3 4 5
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2.4 这个网站可以提供全面客观的旅游信息

2.5 这个网站可以提供准确无误的旅游信息

2.6 这个网站能够提供最新的旅游信息

1 2 3 4 5

2.7 这个网站信息搜索方便快捷

2.8 这个网站的交易流程简单易掌握

2.9 这个网站提供灵活多样的支付方式

2.10 这个网站能够节约我预订产品的时间

1 2 3 4 5

2.11 这个网站提供的产品价格是最低的

2.12 这个网站提供的产品性价比最高

1 2 3 4 5

2.13 这个网站提供个性化产品和服务

2.14 这个网站提供专业的客户服务

2.15 这个网站的客服能专业全面的解决我的问题

1 2 3 4 5

2.16 这个网站能保护我的私人隐私信息

2.17 这个网站能确保在线支付的安全性

2.18 这个网站的交易系统运行稳定和可靠

第三部分

请在完全不同意（1分）和完全同意（5分）之间选择适合的分值并在所选项方

框里面画：“√”:

1 = 完全不同意; 2 =不同意; 3 =不确定; 4 =同意; 5 =完全同意

第三部分 1 2 3 4 5

3.1 这个网站是可信的

3.2 这个网站具有良好的功能性

1 2 3 4 5

3.3 这个网站能帮助我和别人进行信息交换
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3.4 我会参与这个网站举办的活动

1 2 3 4 5

3.5 使用这个网站让我感觉良好和享受

3.6 这个网站让我感觉很友好

3.7 这个网站让我有购买产品的欲望

第四部分

请在完全不同意（1分）和完全同意（5分）之间选择适合的分值并在所选项方

框里面画：“√”:

1 = 完全不同意; 2 =不同意; 3 =不确定; 4 =同意; 5 =完全同意

第四部分 1 2 3 4 5

4.1 我对这个网站能提供的信息很满意

4.2 这个网站能满足我的需求和期望

4.3 使用这个网站的过程是愉悦的

4.4 我在这个网站能获得归属感

第五部分

请在完全不同意（1分）和完全同意（5分）之间选择适合的分值并在所选项方

框里面画：“√”:

1 = 完全不同意; 2 =不同意; 3 =不确定; 4 =同意; 5 =完全同意

第五部分 1 2 3 4 5

5.1我愿意在这个网站上购买产品

5.2再次购买产品时，这个网站是我的第一选择

5.3我将会推荐我的亲戚，朋友使用这个网站

5.4即使这个网站价格略高于其他网站，我也会选择

这里

问卷调查到此结束，谢谢您的配合！
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